FREE EXPANSIONS WITH ANY MASCHINE
Buy any MASCHINE hardware and choose up to ﬁve free Expansions.
Until May 1 2019, you can stock your MASCHINE with cutting-edge sounds and save up to $245.

YOUR MASCHINE. YOUR SOUND.
Fast, ﬂuid, and hands-on music-making, now with even more sounds.

+

MASCHINE MK3 + 5 free expansions
SAVE $245

+

5x

MASCHINE MIKRO + 3 free expansions
SAVE $147

Our next-generation music production
system. Lighting-fast workﬂow, hi-res
screens, an audio interface, and more.

+

3x

MASCHINE JAM + 3 free expansions
SAVE $147

Your compact beatmaking companion.
Make beats, melodies, and get down
ideas – fast, fun, and hands-on.

+

3x

5x

MASCHINE STUDIO + 5 free expansions
SAVE $245

Packed with step-sequencing power for
performing and arranging. Great on its
own, or combined with other MASCHINE
hardware.

Your studio centerpiece, with total
hands-on control over aspect of the
MASCHINE software. Hi-res screens,
jog-wheel control, and more.

CHOOSE FROM 40 EXPANSIONS
From the soulful beats of AQUARIUS EARTH to the polished techno of DEEP MATTER, choose from 40 of our Expansions, each bursting with
everything you need to create in a range of musical styles – specially tailored for MASCHINE.

HOW IT WORKS
1 Buy any MASCHINE hardware at our online shop or
your local music retailer.

2 Register your MASCHINE by following this link:
https://www.native-instruments.com/setup-maschine

3 After registering, you’ll get an email with the
voucher code and a link to choose your Expansions.

This special offer is valid from April 2 to May 1, 2019, at the NI Online Shop and participating retailers, while stocks last. The number of free Expansions depends on your chosen hardware. Voucher codes for Expansions are provided after registering
the hardware – and hardware must be registered within the offer period. Expansions can be chosen from a list of applicable Expansions, which will be provided after registering the hardware. Please note that according to our terms and conditions,
e-vouchers cannot be used in conjunction with special offers.

